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Introduction

 Globalization & Bordering

Even if the opening of the world economic market is apparently a very distant fact, if not even opposed, to the 
process of building borders for security, control and defense, today globalization and bordering are two strongly 
connected phenomena. Indeed, globalization has severely impacted territoriality from a theoretical point of 
view but, mostly, has conditioned its transformation and management potentialities. This phenomenon has ‘de- 
solidified’ the contemporary world asserting its fluid complexity, but above all it introduced the ‘borderless’ world 
model, questioning the national hierarchies and the concepts of ‘center’ and ‘periphery’. Paradoxically and just in 
this context, the topic of borders returns: « [...] border, that seemed over-passed during globalization, now come 
back strongly boosted in a universal dimension. Globalization is the shifting of the border until its conceivable 
limits. [...]» (Ferrara, 2011) 
At the turn of the new century many disciplines involved in urban studies report an unprecedented explosion of 
various typologies of borders: static or naturalized lines that mark the limits of the authorities and emerge usually 
for reasons of surveillance, regulation and fear. The idea that ‘borders are everywhere’ (Paasi, 1996) is confirmed by 
the overproduction and over activity of borders that becomes interpretative lenses of the contemporary condition 
of territories and communities and also strategic objects valuable to define new operative tools in planning fields. 
After all, these liminal spaces determine a new spatiality which represent the bond between different forms of 
power and urban patterns defining notions as citizenship and territorial identity. 

keywords Borderscape, Threshold, Port-City, Heritage

In the era of globalization and transnational flows, the multiplicity of borders in urban planning and landscape imaginaries 
is a lens to illustrate changing configurations of contexts. Furthermore, «today fast rail links, airports, and motorways 
are what make cities grow. ‘Magnets’ like these shape and solidify the urban field into one of a number of scapes. 
We shall describe the distortions borders bring to the built environment as ‘border solidifications’ or borderscapes.» 
(Harbers, 2005).
From these standpoints, it is possible to state the potentiality of borders as fields of research in presence of big 
infrastructural complexes, as ports, and grasp their dynamic and symbolic characters. Between a city and its port a 
boundary exists: a consequence of the first port consortiums that were set up as independent entities from the 1950s 
internationally. Though the urban-port border is a legal separation, «the port-city interface may be described as a 
system, or as a concept, or as a series of mechanisms that link port and city. » (Hoyle 2006). This intermediate zone is a 
‘threshold’ (Crotti 2000) with mutable geometries and patterns that vary according to multiple factors. 
The urban-port threshold is a particular form of landscape, a result of processes of global trade and production. As well 
as a typology of borderscape, it is also a clear example of ‘logistics landscape’ (Waldheim 2016). In many port-cities, 
indeed, we can detect a system of operative territories gathered along the border and codify the ‘threshold heritage’ 
as a common category in the port-city plot. This built patrimony, often belonging to both sides, consists in in-between 
and on-hold areas, former silos or disposal power plants. Exploring this border organism offers opportunities to set up 
strategies for the urban-port entity and to shape various threshold models, where is embodied the relationship between 
power, aesthetic and memory.

The Urban-Port Threshold: models and strategies   
         
Beatrice Moretti
Department of Architecture and Design – dAD, Polytechnic School, Genoa, Italy
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Among the most interesting studies on the combination between ‘borders and landscapes’, is worth mentioning the 
research by the Dutch planners Topotronic, led by Arjan Harbers. Even in this research1 the political-institutional 
component of borders emerges as an influencing factor: “Political ideologies have affected architecture since 
earliest times. Government buildings and urban ensembles reflect not only the zeitgeist but also the political 
climate at the time of building. [...] An attempt to make sense of this patchwork [...] with different political systems, 
traditions and alliances requires case studies, new classifications and recommendations on a continental scale. 
The best places to carry out such research are border areas, the fault lines between political entities. “(2003) 
Contemporary territories, especially the most infrastructured and equipped, are specific typology of –scape (for 
example, Charles Waldheim called them ‘logistics landscapes’) that not only guarantees the functioning of society, 
but also transforms systems condensing the urban plots.  “‘Magnets’ like these (i.e. fast rail links, airports and 
motorways) shape and solidify the urban field into one of a number of -scapes. We shall describe the distortions 
borders bring to the built environment or nature as ‘border solidifications’ or borderscapes. Borderscapes can 
find expression in various ways.” (Harbers, 2003)

In theory, the contemporary concept of border has lost its classical nature of dividing and defensive element 
to assume a more heterogeneous and active configuration. However, the operative experience shows a quite 
different picture, especially in the field of spatial planning, where the issue of borders almost doesn’t exist, or 
rather is managed in a random, non-specific way. Yet, in some particular cases, i.e. the boundary between a city 
and its own port, interesting characters of alliance and synergy along the administrative border are detected. 

 Port City Borderscapes

The port condition always shows a certain attitude to change. Because of the incessant technological and 
infrastructural developments and the global maritime and commercial dynamics, the structure of the port city 
is often subject to profound cycles of adjustment and upgrading. The most complex and evident combination 
of patterns and fluxes condenses along the administrative boundary, formed as a consequence of the first port 
consortiums that were set up as independent entities from the 1950s internationally. Though it is often perceived 
as space of conflict, the liminal landscape located between a city and its port is a responsive interface characterized 
by strategic potentialities and, firstly, subjected/willing to change (figure 01 and 02). 

Figure 01. PortCity Borderscape in Genoa (IT). Copyright: Diletta Nicosia (©2017)
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Port city is a system that has undergone secular contaminations and, in the current framework, reports opposite 
scenarios that are at the same time unitary and multiform. It is an organism with particular qualities that define 
a ‘distinct urban category’ (Ducruet, 2011) turning a general city in a port city (Broeze, 1997). In order to better 
understand this distinctiveness or otherness, it is necessary to conduct a multidisciplinary exploration about ports 
and cities, but even more recognize a starting point of the reasoning: “[...] the port creates in the urban community 
that surrounds it a “distinctive form of environment”, a milieu that derives its uniqueness from the physical and 
economic dominance of the port. Hence the analysis must take its start at the places where goods and passengers 
are transferred between ship and shore, the ultimate rationale of the port. “(Broeze, 1985) 

The port city evolution in centuries, as fully described by the by the International Maritime Geography2, has 
completely revolutionized the relationship between city and port. For a long time the two entities lived integrated 
and the border between them did not exist because the spaces of community life (squares, markets, quays, canals) 
coincided with the spaces of exchange and work. By contrast, from about sixty years ago, the standardization of 
trade and intermodal transport on a regional scale imposed the definition of administrative boundaries between 
the port and the city areas, in order to steer more efficiently the process and ensure competitiveness to the port. 
This change gave more autonomy to both territories, but at the same time, produced an irreversible separation 
after which also the original port core, often placed in the historical inner city, it is unused and disposed. When 
ports became independent entities, the urban-port border began to emerge as a real figure. A line which was 
perceptible in everyday life in the movement of people and goods, a physical barrier and a functional and legal 
margin. Says Hoyle on this topic: “the port-city interface is a phrase that would not have been understood in past 
times when an interdependent city and port shared a common identity. [...] As ports and cities have developed 
new roles within contrasted but interrelated and interdependent systems at local, regional and global scales, a 
new interface between port and city has emerged [...] as a major concern of many people and organizations over 
the past fifty years.” (2006) 

From a planning point of view, this evolution required the development of efficient and balanced tools. For 
example, in Italy, Law 84/1994  has given to major ports a new perspective. First, it established the elaboration of 
specific port plans (art. 5) that are no longer viewed as simple programs for maritime and infra-structural works, 
but are understood as articulated and complex processes of planning and management. Moreover, the norm 
instituted the Port Authorities as public entities with legal personality to control, manage and enhance the largest 
ports (art. 2).  

Compared to the past, when port was seen as a static moment, today the port area is turning into just one 
link in a continuous transportation chain. In this perspective, ports not only tend to adapt physically to the new 
requirements of the transportation cycle, but must constantly adapt to the demands of the market and its rapid 
transformations. This has kindled the need to set up flexible spaces that may be quickly reorganized. According 
to Rosario Pavia, the different speed at which transformation occurs in port areas compared to urban areas is 
one of the key factors that have caused the port to behave as a closed and separate system from the city. (2004)
Following the prescriptions of Law 84/19943, the port is institutionally divided from the municipal territory by 
defining an administrative boundary. The limits of the territorial jurisdiction of each Port Authority are decided by 
the Minister of Transport and Navigation and determine not only the overall layout of the port, but also the area 
within the Port Master Plan guidelines are applied. Another important paradigm of Law 84/94 is the involvement 
of local authorities in the development of the Port Master Plan: indeed, the Municipality and the Region organisms 
must contribute in the drafting and, after, in the approval of the strategic rules. Despite this boost to interaction, a 
constant fragmentation between municipal governments and the Port Authority is still observed. Again, according 
to Pavia, these diverging trends and necessities present themselves with a bias, without an overall strategy capable 
of understanding the new connection between not only the economy, but also the identity of the port and the city. 
The administrative boundary, therefore, exists and his regime is effective. Often, the presence of a legal border 
between two territories generates a division and consequently a sort of sectoriality regarding planning aspects 
and tools. Hence, what is important is to recognize an alternative and emerging potential of liminal landscape 
that helps defining the complex and multiform identity of port cities. The institutional issue, indeed, is relevant in 
all the different situations of interface between port and city. This condition identifies the forces involved in the 
border space and, above all, shapes the governance model, that set of processes through which territories are 
governed by local authorities.

1 / Harbers A. (2003) Borderscapes. The influence of national borders on spatial planning. In: Broesi R., Jannink P., Veldhuis W., Nio I. 
(eds) Euroscapes – Forum 2003, Amsterdam, MUST Publishers and AetA, pp. 143-166.
2 / Among others, the reference is to the studies of Brian S. Hoyle, César Ducruet, Yehuda Hayuth, Theo Notteboom and Jean-Paul 
Rodrigue about the evolution of the port city over the centuries.
3 / L. 28 gennaio 1994, n. 84, Riordino della legislazione in materia portuale. Source www.assoporti.it/files/Legge%20n.%2084%20
del%2028%20gennaio%201994%20testo%20vigente.pdf 
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Figure 02. PortCity Borderscape in Genoa (IT). Copyright: Diletta Nicosia (©2017)

Objectives

 From Border to Threshold

Following the previous standpoints, it is possible to go further affirming that border spaces (or borderscape, as 
Harbers said) are thresholds that materialize in the complex space along the administrative margin between the 
two authorities, in that recurring landscape in which city and port are side by side. To do this the first and most 
important step is to acknowledge the idea of border ‘as a space’ (not only a line) and to recognize the existence of 
various and mutable spatial sequences along and across the legal boundary. In this way, the border becomes a 
threshold, an intermediate space made of streams, bonds and trading, a ‘unifying suture’ more than an ‘insulating 
barrier’4.
The urban-port threshold is, indeed, a unique and multiform system, a filter space precarious, discontinuous, 
fragmented into parts where the juxtapositions take sufficient shape to acquire a dimension and be recognizable. As 
Sergio Crotti stated (2000), the threshold is a concept and could be an architectonic figure whit many potentialities 
that requires dedicated codes and suitable languages. In the specific case of port cities, the border is conceived as 
a ‘dynamic threshold’ that presupposes transition and motion, a medium where, while flows and forces converge 
and diverge, identity and character of communities and places condense. 

This point of view contributes to expand the potentialities of the threshold as a working field and to make clear 
its strategic nature within the urban plot. As a mental space but not only, the threshold emerges as a result of 
external actions (disposals, technological upgrades, economic trends for example) that forces and changes the 
spaces, unbalancing the factors and forcing a redefinition. In this sense, the threshold is a spatial model that is 
studied in an exemplary way as a part or a significant fragment of a complexity.  
Further extending the reasoning, the urban-port threshold could be conceived as a ‘liminal body’ (Bunschoten 
2010), an organism or a spatial device that composes and solidifies the in-between nature of the border. There 
are many types of thresholds within the contemporary city that are expressed in plural and diversified shapes and 
geometries. For example, when the management model changes, different modulations of the figure of the border 
are generated, which have both specific forms and specific aims and operations. From the survey of several study 
contexts in the European field, at least, is possible represent a catalog of multiple urban-port thresholds and the 
absence of a univocal and stable configuration. In parallel, from the models is possible to deduce strategies of the 
urban-port threshold in order to evaluate not only the symbolic but also the operative consistency of this element. 
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 From Integration to Coexistence 

Along the city-port interface two different administrative entities meet: beyond the differences in each context, in 
some cases, the design and management of the two subjects are always particularly controversial. In the last thirty 
years, the border between the city and the port has been the focus of very extensive reconversions due to the 
disposal process that has affected the historic parts of the infrastructure. Generally, in these actions, an approach 
animated by the will to restore a deteriorated relationship prevailed, trying to merge the two territories into a 
new dimension. With the last century waterfront projects, the port was removed generating urban fragments 
separated from the consolidated core. This model of reconversion has spread all over the world producing cloned 
spaces in terms of functional program and urban design. Places “cleaned up” by the port mark and returned to 
the city as a compensation for the many inconveniences caused by the port in the past decades. Landscapes of 
consumption for cruise passengers in which each parameter was adjusted to generate memorable perceptual 
experiences in the shortest possible time.

However, in recent times, this approach seems to have been overcome and port and city have developed a new 
role that allows them wider margins and, above all, new potentials as urban actors. In this sense, it is becoming a 
common idea that the two realities can no longer be united or integrated mostly because they are distinct areas 
in terms of functionality and conceptual meanings. So, the integration between the two territories is a false goal, 
perhaps inappropriate, in some cases even counterproductive. According to Rinio Bruttomesso5 a possible path 
of research and experimentation is the coexistence, namely the simultaneous monitoring of the territories with 
particular attention to the common margin between port and city. This approach is not limited to the consultation 
of the areas of contact, but produces a completely new design approach that pushes the port and the city to design 
and coordinate spaces that lie within and beyond the respective boundaries of ownership. These demarcations, in 
fact, are a linear and compact system of public spaces, artifacts for mixed use, in disuse or completely abandoned, 
traffic junctions and flows that, together, constitute an interesting opportunity for dialogue and rediscovery of a 
new shared civic identity.

In order to overtake the confinement of all port activities in peripheral areas and, more generally, the zoning 
of the territories, it is necessary to recognize that the port-city border creates in every context variable spatial 
conditions but, above all, generates different states of coexistence. These states of coexistence sometimes are 
forced situations that originate a critical management and use of spaces and equipment, but they could be sources 
of new opportunities for mutual interactions and symbiotic synergies.

Coexistence, declined as an operative paradigm, is materialized in that middle space that divides (and together 
connects) the port and the city: also, it can be a valid idea to understand its ‘third’ and alien nature, not just a port, 
nor just a city. From the study of the different states of coexistence that solidify along the threshold, the basis 
for the elaboration of potential border projects are deduced. Solutions dedicated to on-board spaces that take 
into account its particular and changeable dimension and concentrate in the elaboration of proposals that are 
not necessarily clear and finite, but capable of interpreting the incompleteness and the ‘boundless vivacity’ of the 
margin (Zanini, 2000).

Methodology

 The development of a Matrix

Exploring and illustrating the border areas requires the development of a technique of representation but, first 
of all, the investigation needs to clarify its methodological position, individuating those tools able to grasp the 
multiplicity of information through which borders are constantly affected and transformed. 

The representation of borders and borderscapes is particularly controversial. It is something about the bond 
between spatiality and law, about the visual portrayal of a contradictory and paradoxical condition, but not only. 
A matter that concerns mapping something that exists but is not visible, that determines an institutional regime 
and a binding statute, but is often quite invisible. Indeed, the issue of invisibility of territorial borders is real, says 
Brambilla: “[...] questioning the ‘where’ of the border also involves a focus on the way in which the very location of 
borders is constantly dis-placed, negotiated and represented as well as the plurality of processes that causes its 
multiplication at different points within a society “. (2015) 

4 / Cf. Lynch K. (1964) L’immagine della città, (eds. 2006), Marsilio, Padova.
5 / Cf. Bruttomesso R.  (2011). “Port and City: from integration to coexistence”. In: Bruttomesso R., Alemany J. (ed.), The Port City of 
the XXIst Century. New Challenges in the Relationship between Port and City. RETE Publisher, Venezia.
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In the specific case of port cities, the urban-port border describes a crystallized state in which today, in most 
cases, the physical limit of the two territories coincides with the administrative one; as mentioned, this separated 
condition is often worsened by planning tools that persist to regulate the spaces surrounded. Furthermore, as 
explained before, the urban-port threshold is a spatial concept shaped in different configurations and models 
according to the variations of the morphological, institutional and planning framework. Even if borders are often 
drawn as polylines, they are actually uncertain spaces with variable thickness and size. 

To explore the mutable nature of this borderscape between city and port, the research methodology elaborates a 
specific tool, the ‘Aspects/Models’ Matrix, which catalogs various but recurring models of the urban-port threshold 
by grasping different characteristic, or better aspects, that affect the port city borderscape among several 
European port cities. Specifically, the exploration is conducted through the analysis of three particular aspects 
of the port city border: the morphological one (related to physical configurations), the institutional one (related 
to governance issues and schemes) and the functional one (more connected to all the planning components). To 
different thresholds correspond different coexistence strategies to apply in the threshold territory. 

In addition, each Aspect (morphological, institutional, functional) is further articulated in various subcategories in 
order to give a wider and more complex set of subtleties. In particular, the morphological aspect is articulated in 
‘continuity’, ‘discontinuity’, ‘closure’, ‘aperture’; the institutional aspect in ‘overlap’, ‘sharing, ‘separation’, ‘mobility’; 
the functional aspect in ‘permeability’ and ‘impermeability’. Combining the various subcategories of each aspect 
the study aims to read and represent the multiplicity of the urban-port threshold.
The main result of this interpretative investigation is to produce different maps for every urban-port threshold 
Models revealing the intangible and even mysterious character of this space. The collection of the various maps 
composes the Atlas of Threshold’s Models. Obviously, the ‘Aspects/Models’ Matrix operates a simplification, or 
better a conceptualization, of some aspects in order to ‘shape’ the complex and elusive nature of the interface; a 
still in progress version of the matrix is shown in figure 03. 

ASPECTS CASE STUDIES
#1 Rotterdam #2 Amburgo #3 Copenhagen #4 Le Havre #5 Barcellona

#6 Marsiglia #7 Genova #8 Napoli #9 Palermo

MODELS

continuity

discontinuity

closure

aperture

MORPHOLOGICAL
SPATIALITY

FUNCTIONAL
PLANNING

INSTITUTIONAL
GOVERNANCE

overlap

condivision

separation

mobility

permeability

impermeability

#1 #4ongoing to do

CROSSED

DOTTED

FILTER

BARRIER

MULTIPLE

INTERFERING

HETEROGENEOUS

#3

#1

#2

#2#1

#2

#2

#3

#1

#3#2

#4 #6

#5

#8
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#9

#8

#4

#7

#6

#4

#8

#8
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#7
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#3#1 #5 #7

#1 #6 #9#5

#3 #9

#1 #4 #9

Figure 03. The ‘Aspects/Models’ Matrix (unpublished and ongoing work). Graphic elaboration: Beatrice Moretti

As explained before, the two administrative entities (city and port) are governed by two sets of laws that originate 
a sense of separation and sometimes contrast. So, going beyond the operative aspects, a fundamental idea of 
the research is to consider the built patrimony of the urban-port threshold a unique and compact system. This 
approach tries to overcome planning and administrative demarcations improving the power of the threshold as 
an urban incubator, also valuable in terms of identity, memory and territorial belonging.
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Results and Conclusion

 Models and Strategies for the Urban-Port Threshold 

In accordance with the methodological approach, the research investigates the composition and consistence of 
nine different urban-port thresholds in the European context. In every case the morphological, the institutional 
and the functional aspects are systematically analyzed to bring out the main characters of this complex landscape 
and, consequently, to draft different models and strategies. The overall work will develop a sample of border 
frameworks where in-between and on-hold areas, former silos or disposal power plants are the main players of a 
transformation process that can contribute to a new coordinated cultural development. 

In order to give some insights, it is useful say that in every context the threshold is composed by different types 
of landscapes mixed together or simply juxtaposed. In fact, moving along and across the legal border between 
city and port different situations are detected as results of the multiple transformations and reorganization that 
every port has experienced in its own life. Besides, ports produce a specific spatial condition, in every time their 
development has followed different codes and categories, giving rise to a distinctive language. As Alessandro 
Rosselli affirms this is a long-standing peculiarity of ports that was established exactly in parallel with the port city 
separation: “The great extension of artificial terrain, in many cases reaching dozens of hectares, led to the creation 
of a new territory grafted onto the coastal edge of the consolidated city that acquired a distinctive shape, following 
totally different rules of formation that had nothing to do with the rules and traditions of urban construction. In 
planning port basins, the design categories of street, square, route and street alignment, height-width relationship 
were no longer pertinent, and the rules of composition referring to visual perspectives, archetypal figures and 
metaphorical or allegorical development lost all meaning; the new port territory generated and developed 
throughout the nineteenth century in Europe was conceptually closer to a support mechanism than to a district 
of the city “. (Rosselli, 2005)

Following this reasoning, it is possible to recognize that every port has its proper threshold, or even better, in 
every port there are more than one kind of threshold. In this sense, could be very controversial provide a unique 
and fixed model for every port city. Nevertheless, the use of the Matrix (with different types of aspects) aims 
to overcome this limit, drafting conceptual models of the urban-port threshold. For instance, here are some 
examples outlined so far: crossed, dotted, multiple, filtered, barrier, compact, interfering or organic… As can be 
seen, each model tries to phrase an attitude and to evocate a quality.

Talking about graphics features, a useful source is the study of different forms of ‘line symbol’ keeping in mind 
that “[...] in cartography, the line is used for many things, including hachures and contours, boundaries, borders, 
property lines, rivers, infrastructure, and, finally, routes. [...] [Lines] are generalized, approximating lengths and 
curves, depending on the scale of the drawing. They not only connect precise points but also tie together relational 
elements. Lines represent both physical features and distances between places. The line typology describes a 
hierarchy of physical presence and character in the landscape. The density of lines alone can reveal patterns 
of settlement and urbanization, while choices of type encode information. [...] The thickness of the line, too, is 
embedded with information about use, profile, material, distance, speed, and time. In route maps, the physical 
depiction of the ground is thus overlaid with a temporal narrative”. (Desimini, Waldheim, 2016)

So, a simple line, studied in shape, color and proportions, can contain many meanings but also express strategic 
potential. Different types of lines constitute a starting point for the elaboration of a personal set of codes useful to 
draw different geographies of the threshold (figure 04). The map itself is a simplified representation that requires 
a sort of inaccuracy or a certain degree of approximation and compromise. More the contemporary technology 
has provided precise and realistic media to describe the world, the more the search for new languages has spread 
in order to represent relationships, flows, divergence, even impressions and feelings. Maps have been enhanced 
thanks to conventional signs that became less and less interested in the physical objects, but instead increasingly 
concentrated on space phenomena, on the stories derived from the experiences, on the resulting landscapes. 

Though this evolution has requested a radical update in the field of drawing, it has not changed the original 
ambiguity of maps: still they are imperfect images, non-neutral visions that return an indefinite, plural and 
dynamic ‘reality’. These qualities seem to be in accordance with the variable nature of borders: they are in tune 
with the ability to interpret the continuous changes happening in contemporary spaces, to put together the multi-
scalarity issue and, above all, to enhance the diversity of urban-human cultural heritage often embedded in the 
liminal spaces. 
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Figure 04. The Threshold Map: Hamburg (unpublished and ongoing work). Graphic elaboration: Beatrice Moretti
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